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Dear Mr. Jackson,
 
I am writing as to the opening I saw for Security Guard at ResumesBot. Your organization
appears to be an energizing and provoking work environment, and I realize I would fit
right in. Because of my defensive nature and past work understanding, I would be an ideal
fit for your Security Guard position. 
 
My profession started not long after secondary school. I went to ABC, and upon
graduation, I changed into the workforce. I worked at TradeLot as a support aide for a
long time. This was time all around spent. In addition to the fact that I learned the intricate
details of expert life, however I additionally increased important information of what it
intended to be dependable and responsible. 
 
From support work, I proceeded onward to Boston University. I was working for the
offices office, and this demonstrated to be a colossal encounter. The offices division at a
college is in charge of such huge numbers of basic errands: upkeep of the structures,
planning and cleanup after occasions, and security of offices and work force. It was a
wide coming to and instructive development experience. 
 
Being a Security Guard at ResumesBot consolidates some of the variables I am searching
for in a profession. I appreciate the procedure and effectiveness of verifying a structure,
either medium-term or during an occasion. A certified Security Guard must fill in as an
invulnerable line of assurance for the organization, and I am more than capable. I am an
open individual with a well disposed manner, yet I have sharp senses and give faultless
consideration to detail. I will stay focused on guaranteeing that your business stays
secure yet in addition an inviting domain.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration!
 
Sincerely,
Angelina Thompson

Anna Thompson
Security Guard
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